
KIT LIST FOR CAMP

Each Scout s required to wear their Uniform to and from Camp
(Gear should be marked for easy identification)

Note as we are walking in 1 mile to our camp site you child must be able to carry all his gear in on his back.

Hiking backpack or large regular backpack

Bedding

Sleeping Bag &  thin air mattress or Foam Pad
Must be attached to their back pack 

Note temperature at night will be at or below freezing a proper sleeping bag is essential.

Toiletries

Wash Cloth / Towel 
Toothbrush & Paste 
Bug Repellent (please no sprays – not good for tent material)

Clothes - dress for expected weather (early forecast is for cool sunny weather and just above freezing at night. 

Waterproof hat or hood on a waterproof jacket
Two or changes of clothing 
T-shirts 2 
Underwear (enough for 2 days) wearing one and one change
Socks 2 pairs plus what they are wearing
Long Pants 
Track pants for sleeping 
Splash Pants
Waterproof hiking boots  or Rubber Boots 
Running Shoes (& extra old pair if available) 
Sweatshirt 
Jacket / Rain Coat
gloves/mitts  for evening 
Please not that layering clothes is preferable to a large coat. As it is easier to adjust for temperature and to keep dry in case 
of precipitation. A 3 way jacket is good for this

Please pack all items in the backpack in garbage bags , including the sleeping bags and send extra garbage bags which can 
be used to keep your son dry in case all other clothes get wet.

Miscellaneous

mess kit – spoon, knife, fork, plate, cup (plastic or tin please) in mesh onion bag if possible

Plastic bags for dirty/wet clothes

Flashlight with spare batteries 

Compass (if you own one)

Please no  electronic games!
If, in the opinion of the Leaders, your child’s actions prove to be too much
to handle, a contact person must be available so that transportation from
the camp can be arranged. Parents please indicate any known food allergies, or special needs and inform your section leader 
as soon as possible prior to camp.


